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Abstract

Background: Governments across the globe responded with different strategies to the
COVID-19 pandemic. While some countries adapted draconic measures, which have
been perceived controversial others pursued a strategy aiming for herd immunity. The
latter is even more controversial and has been called unethical by the WHO
Director-General. Inevitably, without proper control measure, viral diversity increases
and multiple infectious exposures become common, when the pandemic reaches its
maximum. This harbors not only a potential threat overseen by simplified theoretical
arguments in support of herd immunity, but also deserves attention when assessing
response measures to increasing numbers of infection.

Methods and findings: We extend the simulation model underlying the pandemic
preparedness web interface CovidSim 1.1 (http://covidsim.eu/) to study the
hypothetical effect of increased morbidity and mortality due to ‘multi infections’, either
acquired at by successive infective contacts during the course of one infection or by a
single infective contact with a multi-infected individual.

The simulations are adjusted to reflect roughly the situation in the East Coast of the
USA. We assume a phase of general contact reduction (‘lockdown’) at the beginning of
the epidemic and additional case-isolation measures. We study the hypothetical effects
of varying enhancements in morbidity and mortality, different likelihoods of
multi-infected individuals to spread multi infections and different susceptibility to multi
infectious in different disease phases. It is demonstrated that multi infections lead to a
slight reduction in the number of infections, as these are more likely to get isolated due
to their higher morbidity. However, the latter substantially increases the number of
deaths. Furthermore, simulations indicate that a potential second lockdown can
substantially decrease the epidemic peak, the number of multi-infections and deaths.

Conclusions: Enhanced morbidity and mortality due to multiple disease exposure is a
potential threat in the COVID-19 pandemic that deserves more attention. Particularly
it underlines another facet questioning disease management strategies aiming for herd
immunity.
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Introduction 1

The Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic caused by the emergence of SARS 2

Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infecting the respiratory system drastically changed the 3

world in 2020. While most cases are asymptomatic or mild, severe infections require 4

hospitalization or even ICU (intensive care unit) treatment, with symptoms of diffuse 5

pneumonia, requiring oxygen supply and mechanical ventilation, potentially causing 6

irreversible health damages or death by multiple organ failure [1]. 7

There is evidence that inadequately protected front-line healthcare workers 8

participated in the rapid initial spread of the pandemic [2], due to inadequate use of 9

personal protective equipment (PPE) or reusing of single-use equipment, which 10

potentially leads to multiple infectious contacts [3]. The mortality among healthcare 11

workers, which is argued to be increased [4], received particular attention [5]. 12

Governments across the globe reacted with different measures to manage the 13

pandemic, many of them being controversial [6] and draconic. While some countries, 14

initially did not strongly interfere with the pandemic, e.g., the UK, [7], or called out for 15

voluntary social distancing, e.g., Sweden, others implemented draconic measures to 16

mitigate the spread of the disease, e.g., Austria, New Zealand. These measures included 17

lockdowns, cancellations of mass gatherings, mandatory social distancing, and isolation 18

interventions that have been successively lifted. Indeed, some countries, e.g. Israel are 19

calling out for a second lockdown, to address the so-called second wave. 20

The rationale behind lockdowns is to delay the pandemic to gain the time necessary, 21

to build up healthcare and testing capacities, to develop efficient COVID-19 treatments, 22

and save vaccinations. The latter allows us to immunize the population and avoid a full 23

pandemic peak that would inevitably render the SARS-CoV-2 endemic. This would 24

require constant adaptations of the vaccines as for influenza due to mutation in the 25

virus. 26

On the contrary, the rationale behind herd immunity is to immunize the population 27

naturally by not intervening with the pandemic [8] and not challenging the economy by 28

draconic interventions. The argument of herd immunity polarizes with advocates in 29

science [8] and politics [9] and also strict opponents[10]. Indeed, the WHO 30

Director-General called the idea of herd immunity unethical [11]. 31

The argument suggesting herd immunity often results from inadequate 32

interpretations of oversimplified simulation models with a lack of in-depth knowledge of 33

healthcare capacities and practices. Thus, overemphasizing the merits of herd immunity 34

while downplaying its dangers. Typically, the implicit assumption of permanent 35

immunity is made, but the decline of antibody levels and cases of COVID-19 reinfections 36

suggest that immunity can be only temporal [12]. Moreover, elevated mortality due to 37

shortages in health care resources including hospitals and ICUs is not accounted for and 38

neither is the effect of permanent health damage and their derived long-term medical 39

costs – for example medical costs for illnesses of the respiratory system in the Federal 40

Republic of Germany amount to almost 5% of the healthcare costs in 2015 [13, Chapter 41

4]. Furthermore, indirect costs burdening the social system, e.g., expenses for working 42

disabilities, are nethermost properly addressed. Importantly an uncontrolled pandemic 43

spread will render the virus endemic facilitating its evolution and spread of novel 44

variants that potentially attack the lung tissue more specifically like MERS [14]. 45

An uncontrolled pandemic spread also facilitates the occurrence of multiple 46

infectious exposures, which might increase the viral load within infections. Indeed, it 47

has been argued that viral load correlates with disease severity, particularly in the 48

context of mandatory usage of facial masks that could prevent from severe infections 49

[15]. Increased viral load might be caused by multiple infectious exposures during the 50

course of a COVID-19 episode. 51

Notably, multiple genetically distinguishable SARS-CoV-2 variants have been 52
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detected within different tissues of the same patient [16]. While the global genetic 53

diversity of SARS-CoV-2 is large, the interactions between different viral variants 54

within one organism are insufficiently understood [17]. Nevertheless, there is evidence 55

that different viral variants differ in their contagiousness and virulence [17]. It should 56

be mentioned that antibody-dependent enhancement was observed in corona viruses, 57

which leads to more severe episodes due to repeated infectious contacts [18]. 58

One of the current challenges in projecting mortality caused by COVID-19 is that 59

estimates are based on data on the initial spread of the pandemic. During this phase, 60

multiple infectious contacts during a disease episode are rare. If mortality is elevated in 61

episodes caused by multiple infectious events with SARS-CoV-2 (super-infections), 62

predictive models will underestimate this effect if not properly addressed. Remarkably, 63

multiple infectious contacts during one episode are plausible for particular risk groups, 64

such as inadequately protected healthcare workers [19], that are likely to be exposed to 65

multiple infectious contacts within a short period of time and hence become 66

super-infected. 67

Here, we introduce a mathematical model to study the effect of increased mortality 68

due to the presence of multiple viral variants due to multiple infectious contacts 69

(super-infections). The model extends the one from the freely available pandemic 70

preparedness tool CovidSIM [20], which was also generalized in a very different way to 71

study COVID-19 in closed facilities [21]. We study the effect of general contact 72

reduction and case isolation measures on the extent of super-infections and its derived 73

increased mortality. In particular, the effect of a second lockdown is investigated. The 74

presentation follows the structure of [20] and [21]. 75

Methods 76

We study the hypothetical effect of multiple infections with COVID-19 during one 77

infective period on disease severity and mortality. To do so we adapt the extended SEIR 78

model underlying the pandemic preparedness tool CovidSIM [20]. Our deterministic 79

compartmental model is illustrated in Fig 1. We give a verbal description of the model 80

here and refer to S1 Appendix for a concise mathematical description. 81

A population of N individuals is assumed, subdivided into susceptible, infected, and 82

recovered individuals. After a susceptible individual becomes infected it passes through 83

the (i) latency period (the individual is not yet infectious), (ii) prodromal period (the 84

individual does not yet exhibit characteristic symptoms, but is partly infectious), (iii) 85

fully contagious period (the individual is either asymptomatic, or shows symptoms 86

ranging from mild to severe), and (iv) the late infectious period (the individual is no 87

longer fully contagious). After the late infectious phase individuals either recover (and 88

become permanently immune) or they die. The model follows the time change of the 89

numbers of individuals being susceptible (S), latently infected (E), prodromal (P ), fully 90

contagious (I), and late infectious (L), as well as those, who are recovered (R) or died 91

(D). Deaths unrelated to COVID-19 are ignored, as we assume a pandemic in a large 92

population in a relatively short time period. 93

A fraction of fully contagious individuals develops symptoms, i.e., they get sick. 94

Asymptomatic infections always lead to recovery, while a fraction of symptomatic 95

infections is lethal. We assume the fractions of symptomatic and lethal infections to be 96

higher among individuals, which got infected multiple times with SARS-CoV-2 during 97

the course of their infection. This reflects multiple viral variants acquired at a single 98

infective event or at consecutive infective events and hence a higher viral load. We 99

therefore follow individuals with ‘single’ and ‘multi’ infections throughout all phases of 100

the infection. The numbers of individuals with multi infections in the various phases are 101

denoted by Ẽ, P̃ , Ĩ, and L̃. Individuals acquire a multi infection either at their initial 102
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infection, or through consecutive infective events during the course of their infection. 103

The susceptibility to a second infection is different in the latent, prodromal, fully 104

contagious, and late infectious phases. While at infective contacts single infected 105

individuals spread only single infection, individuals with multi infections can spread 106

single and multi infections. 107

Individuals that acquire a multi infection at their first infective contact can transmit 108

multi infections, have a higher risk of developing symptoms, and have increased 109

mortality as soon as they reach the respective phase of the disease. However, if 110

individuals move from a single to a multi infection by a second infective contact, the 111

characteristics of the multi infection manifest only after a time delay. During this time, 112

individuals are moved into transient compartments E∗, P ∗, I∗, and L∗. As long as 113

individuals are in the transient phases, they can neither spread multi infections nor are 114

they more likely to show symptoms or die than individuals with single infections. 115

Susceptible individuals acquire infections through contacts with individuals in the 116

prodromal, the fully contagious, or the late infectious periods at rates βP , βI , βL, 117

respectively. Note, a fraction of multi-infected individuals transmits a multi infections, 118

while the rest transmits only a single infection. 119

The basic reproduction number R0 is the average number of infections caused by a 120

single infected individual in a susceptible population in which no intervention occurs 121

during the whole infectious period, consisting of the prodromal, fully contagious, and 122

late infectious phases. This quantity is assumed to fluctuate seasonally around its 123

annual average R̄0. 124

The model incorporates general contact reduction measures as well as case isolation. 125

General contact reduction, i.e., curfews or social distancing, reduces the contact rate 126

between all individuals and will be sustained during a specific time interval. Regarding 127

case isolation, a fraction of symptomatic cases (those that seek medical help) will be 128

isolated in quarantine wards until recovery or death. (This fraction is higher in multi 129

than in single infections, reflecting more severe symptoms and hence a higher demand 130

for medical help.) If the wards are full, individuals are sent into home isolation. While 131

perfect isolation is achieved in quarantine wards, home isolation is imperfect, i.e., not all 132

infectious contacts are avoided. Also, case isolation mechanisms are sustained only 133

during a specific time interval, and might not be in place at the introduction of the 134

disease. 135

Classical SEIR models assume that individuals proceed from one infected stage to 136

the next at rates being the reciprocal average residence time spent in each compartment. 137

Implicitly, this assumes exponentially distributed residence times. This is undesirable 138

[20, cf.], because (i) a proportion of individuals progresses too fast, whereas others 139

progress too slow from one state to the next, and (ii) the variance of the average 140

residence time in each compartment equals its mean. To model more realistic dynamics, 141

we subdivide the latent, prodromal, fully contagious, and late infectious periods into 142

several sub-stages, through which individuals pass successively. As a consequence, 143

residence times follow Erlang-distributions, which are more realistic, because as the 144

means of the residence times does not determine their variances. 145

Fig 1. Model illustration. Model compartments are shown as boxes. Grey boxes illustrate susceptible (S), recovered (R),
and dead (D) individuals. Green boxes illustrate single infections, orange boxes multi infections in the transient phase, and
red boxes multi infections characterized by higher morbidity and mortality. Infected compartments consist of latent infected
(Ek), prodromal (Pk), fully contagious (Ik), and late infectious (Lk) Erlang sub-states. Arrows indicate flows between
compartments at the various rates.
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Implementation of the model 146

The model as described in S1 Appendix was numerically solved by a 4th order 147

Runge-Kutta method. The code was implemented in Python 3.8 using the function 148

solve ivp as part of the library Scipy, and library Numpy. Graphical output was created 149

in Python 3.8. using library Matplotlib. 150

Results 151

Model parameters are chosen to roughly reflect the situation in the United States of 152

America (USA), where control measures were not as draconic as in other countries and 153

a number of COVID-19 related deaths occurred among front line healthcare workers. 154

The goal is to study the potential negative effects on morbidity and mortality due to 155

multiple disease exposure during the epidemic peak – which is an overlooked risk factor 156

in the debate about herd immunity. 157

S1 Table - S4 Table list the parameter values used in the numerical investigations. A 158

population of N = 250 million (reflecting the US East Cost) was assumed. The first 159

COVID-19 cases were confirmed in late February 2020 [19]. Because these initial cases 160

correspond to imported cases from outside the population, time t = 0 corresponds to 161

the middle of March 2020. To avoid confounding factors we simulated the dynamics 162

with and without seasonal fluctuations in the basic reproduction number. Without 163

seasonality R0 = 3.5 was assumed (this case serves as a baseline for comparisons). 164

When incorporating seasonality, R0 fluctuated by a = 43% around its annual average 165

R̄0 = 3.5 and peaked in late December (tR0max
= 270). The average duration of the 166

latent, prodromal, fully contagious and late infectious stages was assumed to be 167

DE = 3.7, DP = 1, DI = 7 and DL = 7 days, respectively. In the prodromal and late 168

infective stages, individuals were assumed to be half as infective as in the fully 169

contagious stage. Multi-infected individuals were more likely to develop severe 170

symptoms (default values: fSick = 58% vs. f̃Sick = 64.4%) and had an increased 171

mortality (default values: fDead = 3% vs. f̃Dead = 4%). 172

In the following, we describe the influence of the various model parameters 173

characterizing multi infection 174

Morbidity caused by multi infections 175

The increased fraction of developing symptoms in multi infections compared with single 176

infections (higher f̃Sick in comparison to fSick) has three effects: (i) slightly fewer people 177

get infected during the pandemic, because of case isolation. In particular, multi 178

infections cause a higher proportion of symptomatic infections, which are isolated and 179

no longer participate (fully) in transmission. The larger the fraction of multi infections 180

that become symptomatic, the stronger is this effect. This manifests in higher number 181

of susceptible infections (see Fig 2A, D). (ii) The height of the epidemic peak is slightly 182

reduced as multi infections are more likely to be isolated and do not participate in 183

disease transmission. Also, slightly fewer multi infections occur. This effect manifests 184

during the onset of the epidemic peak, when multi infections become more frequent (see 185

Fig 2B, E). (iii) The number of deaths clearly increases with the likelihood of having 186

symptomatic infections, because a fraction of these are lethal (see Fig 2C, F). 187

Seasonality impacts the results (compare Figs 2A-C with 2D-F). If, as in the 188

simulations, the epidemic peak is shifted into the onset of the flu season, more people 189

get infected and the pandemic peak is higher and narrower. This leads to a 190

disproportional higher number of multi infections due to seasonality in transmissibility. 191

Particularly, the mortality is disproportionally increased (compare Figs 2C and F). 192
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Fig 2. Proportion of multi infected individuals being symptomatic. Shown are the numbers of susceptibles (A, D);
(B, E) infected consisting of all latent, prodromal, fully, and late contagious individuals among all single and multi infections
(solid lines) and non-transient multi infections (dashed lines); and dead individuals (C, F). Colors are for different fractions of
multi infected individuals that become symptomatic (f̃Sick). Figs A-C assume no seasonal fluctuations in R0, while D-F
assume seasonal fluctuations in R0 illustrated by the gray dashed line corresponding to the y-axis on the right-hand side.
Parameters are given in S1 Table – S4 Table.

Severity of symptoms 193

The severity of symptoms is reflected in the model by the fraction of individuals seeking 194

medical help and become isolated. The more severe the symptoms of multi infections, 195

the more of them get isolated (higher f̃Iso). Isolating a higher fraction of symptomatic 196

multi infections leads to slightly fewer infections and a reduced height of the epidemic 197

peak (3A, D). Also, the peak number of multi infections decreases (3B, E). Moreover, 198

there is a reduction in mortality (3C, F). However, this reduction does not compensate 199

the potential increase in mortality due to super-infections (compare Figs 2C and F with 200

3C, F). 201

The same pattern applies in the absence and prescience of seasonality (compare 202

Fig 3A-C with Fig 3D-F). 203

Fig 3. Proportion of symptomatic multi infections getting isolated. Shown are the numbers of susceptibles (A, D);
(B, E) infected consisting of all latent, prodromal, fully, and late contagious individuals among all single and multi infections
(solid lines) and non-transient multi infections (dashed lines); and dead individuals (C, F). Colors are for different fractions of
symptomatic multi infected individuals with increased morbidity and mortality that become isolated (f̃Iso). Figs A-C assume
no seasonal fluctuations in R0, while D-F assume seasonal fluctuations in R0 illustrated by the gray dashed line corresponding
to the y-axis on the right-hand side. Parameters are given in S1 Table – S4 Table.

Increased mortality 204

As described above increased morbidity of multi infections reflected by lager fractions of 205

symptomatic and isolated infections decreases the overall number of cases, but causes a 206

higher number of deaths. This increase in mortality scales with the case fatality of multi 207

infections reflected by the parameter f̃Dead. As illustrated by Fig 4 this parameter does 208

not affect the number of infections, but the number of lethal infections. The higher case 209

mortality of multi infections the higher the number of deaths. This effect is amplified by 210

seasonal variation in R0 if the epidemic peak occurs in the flu season. Namely, the 211

epidemic peak is higher, causing an excess in multi infections which are responsible for 212

the increased mortality. 213

Fig 4. Increased mortality of symptomatic multi infections. Shown are the numbers of susceptibles (A, D); (B, E)
infected consisting of all latent, prodromal, fully, and late contagious individuals among all single and multi infections (solid
lines) and non-transient multi infections (dashed lines); and dead individuals (C, F). Colors are for different mortality of
symptomatic multi infected individuals with increased morbidity and mortality (f̃Dead). Figs A-C assume no seasonal
fluctuations in R0, while D-F assume seasonal fluctuations in R0 illustrated by the gray dashed line corresponding to the
y-axis on the right-hand side. Parameters are given in S1 Table – S4 Table.

Likelihood of spreading multi infections 214

Multi infections are acquired either at a single infective event or at consecutive infective 215

events. In case of the latter, the negative effects in terms of morbidity and mortality 216
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only manifest after a transient phase. In particular, in this phase individuals cannot 217

spread multi infections and they might recover before the negative effects of multi 218

infections are in place. The likelihood of multi infected individuals to spread multi 219

infections (m̃) only marginally effects the number of infections during the epidemic (5A, 220

B, D, E). However, naturally the peak number of multi infections is higher the larger m̃. 221

Thus, case fatality increases with m̃. 222

The same results are obtained with and without seasonal fluctuations in R0 223

(compare Fig 5A-C with Fig 5D-F). 224

Fig 5. Likelihood to spread multi infections. Shown are the numbers of susceptibles (A, D); (B, E) infected consisting
of all latent, prodromal, fully, and late contagious individuals among all single and multi infections (solid lines) and
non-transient multi infections (dashed lines); and dead individuals (C, F). Colors are for different likelihoods of multi infected
individuals to spread multi infections (m̃). Figs A-C assume no seasonal fluctuations in R0, while D-F assume seasonal
fluctuations in R0 illustrated by the gray dashed line corresponding to the y-axis on the right-hand side. Parameters are given
in S1 Table – S4 Table.

Susceptibility to successive infections 225

Individuals already infected with COVID-19 will show an immune reaction that 226

mediates susceptibility to successive infections. Thus, the force of infection experienced 227

by single infected individuals might be reduced compared with that acting on 228

susceptible. Namely, only percentages qE , qP , qI , qL of the force of infection are acting 229

on single infected individuals in the latent, prodromal, fully contagious, and late 230

infectious stages, respectively. 231

Typically, susceptibility to further infections should not be affected much in the 232

latent phase, while it is strongly decreased in the late infectious phase, in which some 233

immunity is already developed. 234

Clearly susceptibility to successive infections affects the number of multi infections. 235

We studied the five scenarios listed in Table 1. The five scenarios correspond to 236

decreasing susceptibility, with scenario (i) being the extreme that susceptibility is not 237

affected, and scenario (iv) being the default used in the simulations here. 238

The number of infections during the epidemic as well as the pandemic peak are 239

almost indistinguishable for all scenarios (Fig 6A, D). However, the number of multi 240

infections changes dramatically (Fig 6B, E). The reason is as follows: the number of 241

multi infections is highest shortly after the epidemic peak when most infections are 242

single infection, and it is thus more likely to get infected twice during the course of the 243

disease than once by a multi infected individual. Reduced susceptibility of single 244

infected individuals results in a clear reduction of multi infections. This reduced 245

numbers of multi infections result in a reduced mortality (Fig 6C, F). 246

Comparisons of Figs 6A-C with Figs 6D-F changes show that seasonal fluctuations 247

in R0 only quantitatively but not qualitatively affect the outcome. 248

Fig 6. Susceptibility to successive infections. Shown are the numbers of susceptibles (A, D); (B, E) infected consisting
of all latent, prodromal, fully, and late contagious individuals among all single and multi infections (solid lines) and
non-transient multi infections (dashed lines); and dead individuals (C, F). Colors are the different scenarios of susceptibility
during the various ineffective phases given in Table 1. Figs A-C assume no seasonal fluctuations in R0, while D-F assume
seasonal fluctuations in R0 illustrated by the gray dashed line corresponding to the y-axis on the right-hand side. Parameters
are given in S1 Table – S4 Table.
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Table 1. Susceptibility to successive infections.

Scenario qE qP qI qL
i 1 1 1 1
ii 1 1 1 0.75
iii 1 1 0.75 0.5
iv 1 0.75 0.5 0.25
v 0.75 0.5 0.25 0

Different scenarios for susceptibility to successive infections in different stages of the
infection.

The effect of countermeasures and a second lockdown 249

The effects of general contact reduction and case isolation was studied for a simpler 250

model in [20]. Here, we are interested in the effects of these measures on the number of 251

multi infections and mortality. Moreover, we are interested in the effect of a second 252

‘lockdown’. More precisely, in a second phase of general contact reduction. We therefore 253

study ten scenarios as listed in Table 2. Scenario 0 corresponds to no intervention and 254

serves as a baseline comparison. All other scenarios assume case isolation but differ in 255

general contact reduction. Scenarios (I)-(IV) assume an initial lockdown with different 256

durations and effective contact reduction. They serve as comparison for evaluating the 257

measures that were actually implemented. Scenarios (V)-(IX) illustrate the effect of a 258

second (gentle) lockdown (with a reduction of 40% of contacts) . 259

The effects of the measures can be best understood in the absence of seasonal 260

fluctuations in R0. However, this results in unrealistic dynamics (because the second 261

lockdown might start too late). Hence, the results without seasonality serve only as a 262

comparison. 263

Without seasonality, general contact reduction only delays the epidemic peak 264

(Fig 7A, B). It does not reduce its height (Fig 7B), which is reduced by case isolation 265

(compare scenario 0 with scenarios I-IV). Also, the number of multi infections and 266

deaths do not change (Fig 7B, C). 267

With seasonal fluctuations the epidemic peak falls into the fall period where R0 268

starts to increase in the absence of interventions (scenario 0). However, general contact 269

reduction delays the epidemic peak close to the peak of the flu season. This results in a 270

sharper increase in the number of infections and hence a higher epidemic peak. 271

However, it results in slightly less multi infections, because the epidemic peak is narrow 272

and multi infections can only be acquired in substantial numbers in a brief time window 273

(Fig 7D, E). Thus, the overall number of deaths is slightly reduced (Fig 7F). 274

The increase in infections caused by the first period of general contact reduction 275

(lockdown) can be compensated by a second lockdown as reflected by scenarios (V)-(IX) 276

(Fig 8, S1 Fig). These scenarios correspond to (I) but with a second period of general 277

contact reduction for 45 days with different onsets. Without seasonal fluctuations 278

(reported only for completeness here) the second lockdown has almost no effect as it in 279

occurring too late. This changes with seasonal variation. 280

If the second lockdown is properly timed, the epidemic peak is reduced because it is 281

delayed until R0 decreases (Fig 8E, S1 Fig). The earlier the second lockdown is 282

implemented and falls into the onset of the pandemic peak the more it is delayed. 283

Hence, more time is gained to develop an effective treatment and to prepare for the 284

worst. Moreover, if the lockdown is not implemented too early or too late, the epidemic 285

peak is flattened and widened. Early lockdowns have the advantage that they can be 286

extended to further reduce mortality and the number of cases. On the other side, if 287

lockdowns are implemented too late (and fall in the decline of the epidemic peak), they 288
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are inefficient (Fig 8E, S1 Fig). 289

To highlight the effect of multi infections, the above scenarios can be also studied 290

under the assumption that multi infections do not lead to higher morbidity or mortality, 291

i.e., f̃Sick = fSick, f̃Iso = fIso, f̃Dead = fDead. From Fig S2 Fig it is clear that higher 292

morbidity and mortality of multi infections, lead to a slight reduction in the total 293

number of infections occurring during the epidemic (Fig S2 FigA), a slightly lower 294

endemic peak (Fig S2 FigB), but a higher case fatality (Fig S2 FigC) and a 295

substantially higher number of deaths (Fig S2 FigD). 296

Table 2. Countermeasures.

Scenario fIso tIso1 tIso2 pDist1 tDist11 tDist21 pDist2 tDist12 tDist22

0 0 - - 0 - - 0 - -
I 0.4 0 365 0.4 0 45 0 - -
II 0.4 0 365 0.4 0 85 0 - -
III 0.4 0 365 0.6 0 45 0 - -
IV 0.4 0 365 0.6 0 85 0 - -
V 0.4 0 365 0.4 0 45 0.4 230 275
VI 0.4 0 365 0.4 0 45 0.4 240 285
VII 0.4 0 365 0.4 0 45 0.4 250 295
VIII 0.4 0 365 0.4 0 45 0.4 260 305
IX 0.4 0 365 0.4 0 45 0.4 270 355

Scenarios of countermeasures: no lockdown, no case isolation (0); single lockdown of
different duration and intensity (I – IV), second lockdown with varying onsets (V – IX).

Fig 7. Implication of countermeasures. Shown are the numbers of susceptibles (A, D); (B, E) infected consisting of all
latent, prodromal, fully, and late contagious individuals among all single and multi infections (solid lines) and non-transient
multi infections (dashed lines); and dead individuals (C, F). Colors are the different scenarios of countermeasures as specified
in Table 2. Figs A-C assume no seasonal fluctuations in R0, while D-F assume seasonal fluctuations in R0 illustrated by the
gray dashed line corresponding to the y-axis on the right-hand side. Parameters are given in S1 Table – S4 Table.

Fig 8. Implication of second lockdown. Shown are the numbers of susceptibles (A, D); (B, E) infected consisting of all
latent, prodromal, fully, and late contagious individuals among all single and multi infections (solid lines) and non-transient
multi infections (dashed lines); and dead individuals (C, F). Colors are the different scenarios of countermeasures assuming a
second lockdown as specified in Table 2. Figs A-C assume no seasonal fluctuations in R0, while D-F assume seasonal
fluctuations in R0 illustrated by the gray dashed line corresponding to the y-axis on the right-hand side. Parameters are given
in S1 Table – S4 Table.

Discussion 297

A substantial number of COVID-19 infections was reported among frontline healthcare 298

workers [5, 19, 22]. Particularly, their role in the initial spread of the pandemic was 299

recognized [23]. Partly this is due to improper use of personal protective equipment 300

(PPE) [3, 24]. Frontline healthcare workers are exposed (i) relatively long to infected 301

individuals, and (ii) to multiple infective contacts with different patients within a short 302

time period. Such infections can lead to a higher viral load upon infection or 303

superinfections with different viral variants during the course of the disease. Notably, 304

higher viral loads have been associated with more severe disease [15, 25] – in line with a 305
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high number of severe infections among healthcare workers [4]. A similar logic applies to 306

persons in initial epicenters of the global pandemic, e.g., in skiing resorts in northern 307

Italy [26, 27]. Multiple infectious contacts and longer (average) exposure to the virus is 308

initially restricted to certain risk groups, but will become common during the pandemic 309

peak. This is an overseen threat by advocates of herd immunity. 310

Viral diversity is so high that individuals acquire different viral variants at different 311

infective events. Another overseen risk factor is the increasing viral diversity during an 312

epidemic [cf. 28] – leading to frequent infections with different viral variants when the 313

pandemic peaks. 314

We studied the potential effect of increased morbidity and mortality due to ‘multi 315

infections’, i.e., infections characterized by a higher viral diversity or higher viral load – 316

acquired either upon infection or during successive infections during one disease episode. 317

For this purpose, we adapted the model underlying the pandemic preparedness tool 318

CovidSim [cf. 20, http://covidsim.eu/], which incorporates general contact reduction 319

during ‘lockdowns’ and case isolation. The model was extended to distinguish between 320

single infections, i.e., infections characterized by less viral diversity and lower viral load 321

upon infection, and multi infections. The latter are characterized by higher morbidity 322

(i.e., more infections are symptomatic, and more symptomatic infections need medical 323

care) and mortality (i.e., more symptomatic infections are lethal). We numerically 324

investigated potential model dynamics reflecting the situation in the East Coast of the 325

USA under a range of parameters summarizing morbidity and mortality of multi 326

infections. 327

Higher morbidity associated with multi infections leads to a reduction of episodes (if 328

case isolation is sustained) – multi infections are more severe and thus more likely be 329

detected and isolated. However, the reduction in the number of infections has to be 330

interpreted with caution: overall mortality is still higher due to multi infections. 331

Moreover, more infections are severe leading to an increased demand for medical care 332

and potentially long-term health damages. Estimates of case fatality and disease 333

severity at the onset of a pandemic, when multi infections are rare, will therefore be 334

underestimated. This also includes the estimated demand for medical capacities, 335

treatment costs, and long-term costs due to permanent health damages. Our results 336

show that in the absence of a second lockdown, the epidemic peak will be shifted in the 337

flu season, leading to a higher and narrower peak. This disproportionally increases the 338

number of multi infections and hence deaths. The effects are mediated by (i) the 339

increase in mortality in multi infections, (ii) the likelihood of acquiring a second 340

infection during the various infected phases (before immunity) is reached, and (iii) the 341

increase in the likelihood of developing symptoms. Concluding, increased mortality due 342

to multi infections is a potential threat. 343

Compared with an epidemic without interventions (reflecting herd immunity), 344

general contact reduction during an initial lockdown and sustained case isolation leads 345

to a slight reduction in the number of deaths, but a substantial delay of the epidemic 346

peak. We therefore also investigated the effects of a second phase of relatively mild 347

contact reduction (lockdown) during the so called ‘second wave’. If it is properly timed, 348

i.e., not too early (when the number of infections is still low), and not too late (when 349

the epidemic peak is already reached), the reduction in the epidemic peak can be 350

achieved as it will be shifted into the fading flu season. This leads to a substantial 351

reduction of the number of cases, multi infections, and mortality. The simulations have 352

to be interpreted with caution. Seasonal fluctuations are unpredictable as well as 353

human behavior during a pandemic. Therefore, our results elucidate qualitative 354

mechanism rather than precise quantitative predictions. 355

Our results are intended to demonstrate the hypothetical effect of multi infections in 356

simple and straightforward setups. We assume that individuals become permanently 357
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immune if they do not die of COVID-19. This neglects temporal immunity [29, 30]. 358

Therefore, the number of superinfections and derived deaths can further increase. 359

Moreover, we did not consider self-imposed distancing measures, i.e., as the number of 360

cases increases, individuals will avoid contacts, have a higher propensity to wear facial 361

masks, etc. This has two reasons: (i) anticipation of human behavior would be 362

speculative and can never be adequately captured by a model; (ii) we wanted to explore 363

the effect in a scenario that aims for herd immunity. Hence, we only wanted to 364

incorporate the most evident control interventions. Nevertheless, it is easy to adapt the 365

model to incorporate more control interventions. 366

Empirical evidence for multi infections is notoriously difficult to obtain at the 367

beginning of a pandemic. Although the number of COVID-19 infections is threatening, 368

at an early stage, without a complete understanding of the pathogenesis, it is impossible 369

to design a proper study of multi infections. Namely, a representative sample size 370

cannot be achieved despite the many confounding factors. 371

Notably, multi infections are not the only danger when aiming for herd immunity. 372

An uncontrolled (or hardly controlled) pandemic inevitably renders the virus endemic. 373

This will challenge future SARS-CoV-2 eradication campaigns, as also animals 374

(including, e.g., cats and dogs) become a reservoir for transmission that is difficult to 375

control. Moreover, viral diversity will increase, and aggressive forms of the virus might 376

spread. Viral diversity also challenges vaccination campaigns. Namely, vaccines will 377

need to be adjusted yearly, as it is the case for flu vaccines. Thus, many rounds of 378

vaccinations will be necessary to eradicate the virus. This is particularly dangerous in 379

the context of antibody dependent enhancement, which has been reported in corona 380

viruses, and is thought to be a potential obstacle in vaccination development [31, 32]. 381

Summarizing, increased morbidity and mortality due to multi infections is an 382

important but overseen risk, particularly in the context of herd immunity. Multi 383

infections will become more relevant during the course of the pandemic, when viral 384

diversity and disease prevalence increases. Anyhow, evidence-based research on multi 385

infections is necessary. 386
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Supporting information 392

S1 Fig. Implications of a second lockdown. Shown are the numbers of infected 393

(including latent, prodromal, fully contagious, and late infectious) single and multi 394

infected individuals (solid) and multi infected individuals only (dashed lines). 395

Seasonally vary R0 is indicated by the gray dashed line corresponding to the y-axis on 396

the right-hand side. Different panels correspond to scenarios described in Table 2. 397

Periods during which case isolation is sustained are indicated in yellow and periods of 398

lockdown are indicated in cyan (overlapping the periods of case isolation). Parameters 399

are given in S1 Table – S4 Table 400

S2 Fig. Implications of a second lockdown. For each scenario (0, V – IX), 401

values are given for the assumption that multi infections cause higher morbidity and 402

mortality and are more likely to be isolated than single infections as described in the 403
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text (a) and for the assumption that morbidity, mortality and isolation are the same as 404

for single infection (b). Shown are the total number of deaths (A); (B) case fatality (i.e., 405

deaths per infected individuals); (C) total percentage (of population) being infected or 406

multi infected; and (D) the maximal number of individuals infected or multi infected at 407

the epidemic peak, for scenarios as specified in Table 2 contrasting the case with 408

increased morbidity and mortality of multi infections (a) and no effect of multi 409

infections on mortality and morbidity (b), i.e., the case in which single and multi 410

infections are indistinguishable. The horizontal lines in scenario (a) in (C) and (D) 411

indicate the number of multi infections characterized by increased morbidity and 412

mortality. Parameters are given in S1 Table – S4 Table. 413

S1 Appendix. Mathematical Description 414

S1 Table. Population size and compartments. 415

S2 Table. Summary of model parameters. 416

S3 Table. Summary of model parameters. 417

S4 Table. Summary of model parameters. 418
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